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Abstract 
This article analyzes the tourism infrastructure and superstructure of the Troyan municipality. Tourism infrastructure is 
an element of overall infrastructure. It is comprised of basic facilities and services necessary to develop tourist area 
(accommodation, catering, transport, information, museums, and tourist attractions). Bulgaria is a tourist destination 
that has invested heavily in improving and expanding tourism material base. There has been a new trend of interest in 
tourist regions. Tourism resources are really important, but increasingly scarce for tourists when choosing their 
destination. Tourism superstructure and tourism infrastructure are becoming more essential elements of tourism 
supply. This study aims to collect data and to create a GIS database of tourism infrastructure, as well as to map tourism 
infrastructure with tourist attractions using GIS technologies. The collected data is analyzed and structured into GIS 
datasets for relief, hydrography, land cover, settlements, roads, and tourist infrastructure. The results are presented 
with produced maps and tables. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The topicality of the article is related to the importance of tourism infrastructure for the development of tourism and 
competitiveness of the destination, as well as the ability of GIS to meet the information needs of a wide range of users: 
potential infrastructure investors, local and central authorities, tourism organizations, non-governmental organizations 
as well as tourists themselves. 

Modern tourism no longer relies solely on natural resources or cultural and historical heritage to attract tourists. 
Tourism resources are important, but in themselves insufficient for tourists when choosing a destination for their stay 
and recreation. 

Increasingly essential elements of tourism are the tourist superstructure and tourist infrastructure, as well as information 
provided for them. For tourism infrastructure and many definitions, a very small part of them is included in this article. 
According to Neshkov and Dabeva, 2014, the tourist infrastructure "is built to develop the resort area, the tourist place 
and provide communications and access to them" (Vasileva and Sabrieva, 2018). The tourist infrastructure in a broad 
sense includes "auxiliary and additional means, equipment, systems, processes and resources that are necessary for the 
functioning of any tourist destination" (Jovanović and Ilić, 2016; Vasileva and Sabrieva, 2018). The tourist 
infrastructure in a broad sense includes "auxiliary and additional means, equipment, systems, processes and resources 
that are necessary for the functioning of any tourist destination" (Jovanović and Ilić, 2016; Vasileva and Sabrieva, 
2018). In the broadest sense, the tourist infrastructure includes places for accommodation and meals, intermediary 
activities in tourism, advertising, information and marketing activities, commercial sites, legal, banking, and accounting 
institutions, sites satisfying cognitive, entertainment and other interests, control and administrative bodies ( Vasileva 
and Sabrieva, 2018). The tourist superstructure is also a key element in the tourism system. Most authors do not 
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distinguish the tourist infrastructure from the tourist superstructure and the available definitions of tourist superstructure 
are significantly less (Vasileva and Sabrieva, 2018). Other authors (Neshkov and Dabeva et al, 2014) distinguish 
between the two concepts and consider them as the two components of the material base of tourism (Vasileva and 
Sabrieva, 2018). The concept of the superstructure in tourism science was introduced in 2003 by Ritchie and Crouch 
(Vasileva and Sabrieva, 2018). The tourist superstructure includes various congress, sports, gambling and SPA centers, 
shopping malls, accommodation buildings, restaurants and entertainment, offices of tour operators and travel agents, 
tourist information centers, airports, ports, stations, etc. (Vasileva and Sabrieva 2018 ). 

Indeed, tourism infrastructure and superstructure are key drivers of tourism. Without their construction, renovation, and 
development, it is difficult, even impossible, for the tourist to absorb the territory, as well as the subsequent competitive 
positioning of the destination. The construction of the material base of tourism requires significant investments, and 
their return is guaranteed by the increasing attractiveness of the respective tourist destination. Most of the innovations in 
tourism are related to tourism infrastructure. Innovative solutions in terms of tourism infrastructure and superstructure 
create competitive advantages and are an important prerequisite for the development of new tourist destinations. In this 
regard, the issue of the state of the tourist infrastructure in our country, as well as the information provision for this 
infrastructure is topical. It is about the following: To carry out effective investment and innovation activities in the field 
of tourist infrastructure, it is necessary to provide information regarding the condition of this infrastructure, its specifics, 
the location of individual sites, etc. The following should also be taken into account: the development of various 
processes, such as the orientation of modern tourists to self-organized travel, as well as the development of short-term 
(weekend) travel programs and initiatives stimulates and deepens tourists' need for up-to-date and up-to-date 
information. of various aspects of their stay - opportunities for accommodation, meals, recreation and entertainment, 
opportunities for alternative forms of tourism, various experiences, and more. Various guides related to individual 
tourist areas, as well as tourist maps, are periodically published in the country. Given the modern development of 
technology, this option (information provided on paper) is no longer sufficient to meet tourist demand. The same 
applies to the development of infrastructure: the availability of traditional media is not sufficient for its renewal and 
future development. Geographic information systems (GIS) are the answer to these problems. The main task of any 
geographic information system is to collect, store, analyze, and visualize spatial data and related information about the 
presented objects. Most often, the information is presented in the form of digital maps that can be easily searched, 
analyzed, and edited. The use of digital maps in GIS has some advantages: they are much easier to process, unlike 
traditional paper maps; easily edited, updated, summarized and analyzed; easily edited, updated, summarized and 
analyzed; provide an opportunity for historical visualization of geospatial information, which is a means of tracking and 
analyzing the dynamics in the development of geographical objects; can be superimposed in the form of layers in maps 
of different purposes and thus get a complete picture of the analyzed geographical object in each specific study. 

The consumer of geoinformation is the whole of society, and geoinformation technologies are needed to manage 
organizational and social change in it. Their main function is to provide quality information services to customers. The 
Geographic information systems (GIS) contains three aspects -  a geographic database (geodata), maps (interactive mas 
showing the objects on the Earth`s surface, and links between them) and models (Tcherkezova et al., 2019). 

GIS analyzes the output and assigns x, y, and z coordinates (length, width, and height) to each object, serves to map, 
provide consumer-oriented products from a specific geographical area, and develop applications that support the 
operation of the state administration (Popov, 2012). The objective of this study is to analyze the tourist infrastructure of 
the municipality of Troyan and to present the infield GIS database for the tourist infrastructure. Despite the presence of 
the line ministry, as well as the National Statistical Institute (NSI), Bulgaria lacks a single database regarding statistical 
information related to accommodation and their attendance, especially when it comes to individual regions and 
municipalities. The survey shows that there are differences in the data from the municipality of Troyan and the National 
Statistical Institute regarding the accommodation facilities in the municipality. 

STUDY AREA 

The study area is Troyan Municipality, Lovech District (Central North Bulgaria) (Figure 1). The study area coincides 
with the area of the municipality.  

In physical-geographic terms, the territory of the study area covers a part of the longest and highest part of the Central 
Balkan Mountains – the Troyan-Kalofer Mountains, as well as adjacent parts of the Central Fore-Balkan (Georgiev, 
1979). The dominant terrain in the Central Pre –Balkan is a hilly – ridge, formed by normal folds and slopes to the 
north. These are relatively low landforms. The average altitude is 364 mm. The highest point is Vasilyov peak (1490 m) 
in the Vasilyovska Mountain, in the middle of the Pre – Balkan. 
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Figure 1. Study area - the municipality of Troyan 
 

DATA AND METHODS 

To compile the geodatabase of the tourist infrastructure of the municipality of Troyan, digital information layers in GIS 
have been prepared, using the following sources of information: topographic maps M 1:50 000; available thematic and 
administrative maps (in various scales, analog or digital) and field research (measurements with GPS – Garmin) to 
collect the necessary information. 

The following digital input data were used:  1. Relief; 2. Settlements; 3. Border of a municipality; 4. Road network; 5. 
Hydrography (rivers, water bodies); 6. Tourism infrastructure 7. Objects of cultural and historical heritage. 

The applied main methods and tools are the cartographic method, spatial and statistical analyzes, and GIS technologies. 
The cartographic method was used for the purpose of design (choice of the coordinate system and map projection), 
generalization (reduction of the content according to the selected scale), and visualization (depiction of point, linear and 
area objects). Spatial and statistical analyzes are related to determining the thematic content of maps. 

GIS technologies are related to the use of desktop GIS software to collect and process digital data, drawing and editing 
objects, validation (verification) of data, storage (preservation of geographic information layers), analysis (interpretation 
of data for geographical objects) and visualization (cartographic presentation of thematic content). The maps and the 
database comply with ArcGIS 10.6.1 software (ESRI, 2017). The geographical coordinate system GCS_WGS_1984 and 
projection WGS_1984_UTM_Zone_35N were used. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

From topographic maps in M 1:50 000 in ArcGIS, the tourist trails are digitized, the information is supplemented with 
the data downloaded from GPS when mapping them. There are paths on the territory of the Troyan municipality. 
Shаpefiles have been created for tourist attractions, which are divided into natural (parks) and anthropogenic 
(monasteries, churches, fortresses), as well as for the available infrastructure (hotels - number of rooms, beds, chalets - 
number of rooms, beds. The database is supplemented with data from the JICA project - settlements, roads. 
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The accommodation places are located unevenly on the territory of the municipality, which is logical, given the 
available resources and the demand for the respective tourist product. The highest share of the bed capacity is 
concentrated in the villages of Chiflik and Shipkovo, given the availability of resources for the development of spa and 
spa tourism in these areas. The presence of various places for accommodation on the territory of the municipality is 
impressive, which allows tourists to make their choice according to their specific preferences and capabilities. The 
specified number of accommodation places is constantly changing, given different macroeconomic conditions and 
changes in demand. 

Thus, according to the announcement by the municipality, in 2018 57 sites are subject to categorization, of which: 
restaurants and entertainment - 18 sites, and 70 applications for categorization have been submitted, incl. restaurants 
and entertainment - 24 sites. For 2019, 46 sites are subject to categorization - 18 restaurants and entertainment. (Report 
of the Program for the development of tourism on the territory of the Municipality of Troyan in 2018). From the 
information provided in this way, in practice, no conclusions can be drawn regarding the number of places for eating 
and entertainment in the municipality, much less in terms of their quality and opportunities to satisfy consumer tastes. 
The personal opinion is that this is a big omission on the part of the municipal authorities. The central location of the 
municipality of Troyan, relative to the territory of Bulgaria, provides easy access to the tourist and other sites of the 
municipality of Northern Bulgaria. In autumn, spring, and summer, the access from Southern Bulgaria is through the 
Troyan-Karnare pass, as there are months in winter when this pass is closed and those wishing to visit the municipality 
should choose alternative routes. The main parameters of the national and municipal road network on the territory of the 
municipality are: (Municipal Development Plan of Troyan Municipality, 2014-2020. Adopted by Decision of the 
Municipal Council № / ... 11.2013): no highways and first-class roads pass through the municipality, although a first-
class road E-772 passes near it in the direction Sofia - Veliko Tarnovo - Varna; the local road network is 256 km long, 
as it is formed by the re-categorized fourth-class road network with a length of 136.2 km and local roads - 120.1 km. 
Much of this network is in poor condition, with 35.8 km without permanent pavement; most of the settlements are 
served by roads from the national road network, which cover over 80% of the settlements; The transport service in the 
municipality is provided by the second class road 11-35 Pleven-Lovech-Troyan - 1-6, which passes meridian through 
the territory (length 40.4 km) and leaves it shortly after Beklemeto, serving the town of Troyan and the settlements of 
the central part of the municipality and those in its immediate vicinity.  

On the territory of the municipality, there are third-class roads with a total length of 79 km, and the second-class roads 
are about 1% of the total length of the second-class road network in the country, while the third-class roads represent 
0.7% of those in the country. The information service of the tourists in the municipality is a priority for most of the 
local government. An Information and Cultural Center has been established at the Municipality of Troyan, where, 
according to the official web page, information is offered regarding the sites for accommodation, meals, and 
entertainment; available natural and cultural landmarks; the current cultural calendar and the events that are organized 
on the territory of the municipality, the various sports events and opportunities for active recreation, the tourist routes 
and the maintained eco-trails, the transport structure. Free materials such as brochures, guides, maps, etc. are available 
at the Center, as well as a monthly newsletter for organized events. Additional services offered by the Center are in 
terms of accommodation assistance, as well as connections with mountain guides, local craftsmen and artisans, and 
others. At the same time, there is good information provided in terms of transport opportunities, cultural events, and 
festivals, and an extremely good impression is made by the section "150 years of the city of Troyan. 15 reasons to visit 
it”. The section has a complete marketing and communication character and presents the main opportunities for 
practicing various forms of tourism that the municipality offers. The territory of the Troyan municipality is a place 
where many natural and anthropogenic resources are located, allowing the development of different types of tourism 
(Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. The most popular natural and anthropogenic tourist resources in Troyan municipality 

According to the various resources of the municipality of Troyan, the following classification of the types of tourism 
has been made (Table 1): 
 
• Cultural tourism and cultural-historical tourism; 
• Religious tourism; 
• Cognitive tourism; 
• Mountain tourism; 
• Hiking; 
• Eco or green tourism; 
• Ski tourism; 
• SPA and balneal tourism; 
• Extreme tourism; 
• Alternative tourism. 
 
Table 1. List of part of the tourist natural and anthropogenic resources (tourist infrastructure) and the type of tourism 

in the municipality of Troyan 
Оbject Location Type of Tourism 

Museum of Arts and Crafts Troyan Cultural tourism and cultural-historical tourism 

National Exhibition of Arts and Crafts Oreshak Cultural tourism and cultural-historical tourism 

Art gallery Seryakova house Troyan Cultural tourism and cultural-historical tourism 

Museum collection Vrabevo Cultural tourism and cultural-historical tourism 

Museum of Natural History Cherni Osam Cultural tourism and cultural-historical tourism 

Church school Gumushnic Cultural tourism and cultural-historical tourism 
 
Markova house 

Troyan Cultural tourism and cultural-historical tourism 
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Roman fortress "Sostra" Lomec Cultural tourism and cultural-historical tourism 

Roman road "Via Trayana"  Cultural tourism and cultural-historical tourism 

Troyan Monastery Oreshak Religious tourism 

Zelenikov Monastery Zelenikovets Religious tourism 

Church “Vaznesenie Gospodne” Shipkovo Religious tourism 

Church “St. Nikolay Letni” Gumoshtnik Religious tourism 

Church “ Svyah Svetih” Goliana Jelyazna Religious tourism 

Church “Saint Petka” Debnevo Religious tourism 

Church “ St. Arhangel Mihail” Dalbok Dol Religious tourism 

Church “ Vaznesenie Gospodne” Shiplovo Religious tourism 

Church “ Uspenie Bogorodichno” Troyan Religious tourism 

Church “Vaznesenie Gospodne” Kaleica Religious tourism 

Church “ Arhangel Mihail” Vrabevo Religious tourism 

Church “ St. Dimitar” Dobrodan Religious tourism 

Church “ St. Dimitar” Lomec Religious tourism 

Church “ St. Dimitar” Beli Osam Religious tourism 

Church “ St. Petka Borima Religious tourism 

Church “St. Duh” Belish Religious tourism 

Church “St. Petka” Chiflik Religious tourism 

Church “St. Ivan Rilski” Balkanets Religious tourism 

Chapel "St. Bogoroditsa” Oreshak Religious tourism 
Chapel “St. Velikomachenik Mina” 
 

Gorno  Trape Religious tourism 

Chapel “ Rozdestvo Bogorodichno” Belish Religious tourism 

National Park “ Central Balkan”  Mountain, hiking, eco and green tourism 

Eco – trail Vidimsko Praskalo   Mountain, hiking, eco and green tourism 

Vidimsko Praskalo Waterfall  Mountain, hiking, eco and green tourism 
Summer tourist route: 1. Sopot - hut. 
Nezabravka - hut Dobrila - Topalitsa - 
hut Levski 

 Mountain, hiking, eco and green tourism 

Summer tourist route: 2. Iganovo 
village - hut. Dermenka - part through 
the Steneto reserve (Pevtsite locality - 
Kelkaya 

 Mountain, hiking, eco and green tourism 

Summer tourist route: 3. village of 
Karnare - the town of Troyan (Troyan 
Pass) - second class republican road 

 Mountain, hiking, eco and green tourism 

Summer tourist route: 4. Karnare 
village - hut. Dermenka - part through 
the Steneto reserve (Kasia Chamlak 
locality - Peshova muka) 

 Mountain, hiking, eco and green tourism 

Summer tourist route: 5. The village 
of Cherni Osam - Neshkovtsi - 
Dermenka hut 

 Mountain, hiking, eco and green tourism 

Summer tourist route: 6. The village 
of Cherni Osam - Smesite locality - 
Zoranov Rat - hut. Ambaritsa - h. 
Dobrila - part through the Steneto 
reserve 

 Mountain, hiking, eco and green tourism 

Summer tourist route: 7. hut Echo - 
hut Vasilyov - part through the Kozia 

 Mountain, hiking, eco and green tourism 
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Stena reserve 
Summer tourist route: 8. hut Pleven - 
Turtle Peak 

 Mountain, hiking, eco and green tourism 

Summer tourist route: 9. h. Pleven hut 
Yavorova luka 

 Mountain, hiking, eco and green tourism 

Summer tourist route: 10. Hut 
Haidushka pesen - peak Kucheto - hut. 
Goat Wall - part through the Goat 
Wall Reserve 

 Mountain, hiking, eco and green tourism 

Summer tourist route: 11. h. 
Haidushka pesen - Ushite peak - hut. 
Echo - part through Kozia stena 
reserve (Kashka locality - Cherven 
Bryag locality - Ushite peak) 

 Mountain, hiking, eco and green tourism 

Summer tourist route: 12. h. Hubavets 
- h. Ambaritsa (through 
Kyumyurdzhieva Polyana) - part of 
the Stara Reka Reserve 

 Mountain, hiking, eco and green tourism 

Winter tourist route: 1. The village of 
Cherni Osam - Smesite locality - 
Zoranov Rat - hut. Ambaritsa - h. 
Dobrila - part through the Steneto 
reserve (winter road) 

 Mountain, hiking, eco and green tourism 

Winter tourist route: 2. Chiflik village 
- Tumin Dyal locality - Kucheto peak 
- hut. Goat Wall (winter version) - part 
through the Goat Wall Reserve 
(Tumin section - Windy waterfall) 

 Mountain, hiking, eco and green tourism 

Winter tourist route: 3. hut Echo - hut 
Vasilyov - part through Kozia Stena 
reserve (winter road) 

 Mountain, hiking, eco and green tourism 

Route: The Edelweiss Road  Mountain, hiking, eco and green tourism 

Route: Beklemeto - Kurthisar  Mountain, hiking, eco and green tourism 
Route: Thracian-Roman road - 
Beklemeto (including Markova 
Kapiya locality, Krali Markov Karaul 
gate), Kurthisar 

 Mountain, hiking, eco and green tourism 

Beklemeto complex ski resort 
"Beklemeto" /  

 Ski tourism 

Mineral springs Shipkovo SPA and balneal tourism 

Mineral springs Chiflik SPA and balneal tourism 

Horse base "Alpha Daniel Balkanets Extreme tourism 

Squirrel Rope Park Beklemeto Extreme tourism 

The buggy track "Troyan" Dalbok Dol Extreme tourism 

Paragliding Oreshak Extreme tourism 

Sopot Dam 
Goliama 
Geliazna 

Alternative tourism 

 
Tourist superstructure of Troyan municipality includes the following sites (Table 2) 
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Table 2. Tourist superstructure of Troyan municipality 
Object Location Type of Tourism 

Park  Hotel Troyan Troyan SPA tourism 

Hotel Chatau Montan Troyan SPA tourism 

Hotel Mars Troyan SPA tourism 

Family resort Alfaresort Chiflik Chiflik SPA and balneal tourism 

Family hotel Shipkovo Shipkovo SPA and balneal tourism 

Family hotel Ilinden Shipkovo SPA and balneal tourism 

Family hotel Balkan Chiflik SPA and balneal tourism 

Family hotel Panorama Chiflik SPA tourism 

Hotel  Diva Chiflik SPA tourism 

Hotel Feya Chiflik SPA tourism 

Family hotel Bile Chiflik SPA tourism 

Family hotel Blyan Chiflik SPA tourism 

Family hotel Chiflik Hills Chiflik SPA tourism 

Hotel Galaxy Chiflik SPA tourism 

Complex Chiflika Chiflik SPA tourism 

Complex Izgrev Chiflik SPA tourism 

Complex  Antik Balkanets SPA tourism 

Hotel Casa Art Oreshak SPA tourism 

Coplex Terra Verde Oreshak SPA tourism 

Family hotel Strannopriemnitsa Oreshak SPA tourism 

Hotel  Sveta gora Oreshak  

Holiday village Ostrova Beli Osam SPA tourism 

Hotel Via Trayana Beklemeto  

Hotel Sima Beklemeto  

Family hotel Panorama Beklemeto  

Hotel complex By the river Balkanets  

Family hotel Panorama Baba Stana, 
Oreshak 

 

Hut Kozya Stena  Mountain, hiking, eco and green 
tourism; 

Hut Koman  Mountain, hiking, eco and green 
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tourism; 

Hut Echo  Mountain, hiking, eco and green 
tourism; 

Hut Haidushka pesen  Mountain, hiking, eco and green 
tourism; 

Hut Ambaritsa  Mountain, hiking, eco and green 
tourism; 

Hut Dermenka  Mountain, hiking, eco and green 
tourism; 

Tourist Information Center Troyan Mountain, hiking, eco and green 
tourism; 

 

Table 3. Number of places for meals and entertainment on the territory (Tourist superstructure) of Troyan municipality 
in 2011 

Restaurants and entertainment Number Places 
1. Restaurants 61 5005 
2. Fast food restaurants 35 1601 
3. Drinking establishments 64 2196 
4. Coffee shops 16 519 
5. Bars 21 1091 

Total: 197 10412 
Source: Program for sustainable development of tourism in the municipality of Troyan in the period 2012-2015, 

Available at <https://www.troyan.bg/tourism/saobshteniya/viewdownload/218-saobshteniya-turizam/1910-otchet-na-

programa-za-razvitieto-na-turizma-na-teritoriyata-na-obshtina-troyan-prez-2018-g.html>, Accessed 15.02.2020 

CONCLUSIONS 

The tourist infrastructure and superstructure of the Troyan municipality are extremely diverse. The most important is 
the natural and anthropogenic tourist attractions. 

According to the different resources of the municipality of Troyan, the following types of tourism are developed: 
cultural and cultural-historical; religious; cognitive; mountainous; hiking, eco or green tourism; ski tourism; SPA and 
balneal tourism; extreme tourism and alternative tourism. 

The most important for the development of the municipality of Troyan is religious tourism, followed by SPA and 
mountain tourism. Therefore, the relevance of the chosen topic is sought in the importance of tourist infrastructure for 
the development of tourism and the competitiveness of the destination, as well as the ability of GIS to meet the 
information needs of a wide range of users. 
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